
My neighbourhood in Sudbury



Greater Sudbury



Sudbury- 125 years of mining:
$1 Trillion in wealth removed



We must respect the awesome cost of the minerals we take 
for granted



Profits from Loss
• Mining is at the frontlines of the colonial dispossession of indigenous 

peoples in Canada and around the world.

• Mining is a waste management industry that depletes the very 
resource it depends upon.

• It provides short-term benefits, but has long-term consequences

• The true costs of mining are externalized to indigenous peoples, 
miners, communities and the ecosystem.

• The mining industry controls the way we think about it and shapes 
law, regulation and policy to serve its needs



Robinson Huron Treaty 1850:

Mining is on the leading edge of colonialism  



Canada’s international presence
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Staking claims: Free Entry premises

• Mineral rights are separated from surface rights

• All lands are open for staking and mineral exploration 

unless they are expressly withdrawn by law. 

• The person who stakes a claim has the right to develop a 

mine on the claim. 

• Mineral tenures are appropriately granted on a “first 

come, first served” basis. 
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Only one in 10,000 mining claims results in a mine...

Mine production___________
Mine development_________
Advanced Exploration_______

Exploration________________

Claim staking/Prospecting_____
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The essentials before a mine can be built

• an ore body that is economic to mine

• access to capital (investment, loans, subsidies)

• access to the land and water where the mine and supporting 
infrastructure will be (roads, rail, ports, power supply)

• access to labour

• refineries/markets and the means to deliver to them

• regulatory approvals
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Most proposed projects have fatal flaws:

• Nechalacho and Nico: have no successful plan for refining the metals they 
seek- communities don’t want the contamination issues

• Colomac/Nighthawk, Yellowknife Gold and Yellowknife City Gold: 
infrastructure costs, cyanide transport, issues with heap leach in Arctic, 
contaminants in ore (arsenic, antimony, etc.)

• Prairie Creek and Pine Point: dependent on high price for zinc, markets, 
potential remediation costs

• Mactung, Cantung: price of tungsten, high overhead costs



Mining is an expanding assault on the earth:
Highland Valley Copper Mine BC 



Mining is a waste management industry
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Remove overburden
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Mine waste rock
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The mill and concentrator
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Malarctic Waste Rock,
Tailings

and Super Pit





Mt. Polley tailings spill 2014: 
25 million cubic metres of tailings into Hazeltine Creek 

and Quesnel Lake
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Brewery Creek Heap Leach Mine, Yukon . 1996-2001



Kinross- Fort Knox heap leach, Alaska



Acid Mine Drainage: 
when sulphur in the rock reacts with air and water
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Acid Mine Drainage
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• Wedding ring (10 ct wedding band=1 
gm)  

• There are 1 million grams in a metric 
ton. 

• Most gold mined is less than 1 gram per 
ton of ore. 

• The rest is left forever as tailings. 

• There may also be 2 to 3 times as 
much waste rock.



Does society really need to mine more gold?
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Abandoned Giant Mine: operated 1946-1996 in Yellowknife; 
237,000 tonnes of arsenic; over $1 billion so far just to contain it.



Securities against closure and long-term care

• No jurisdictions in Canada require mines to post financial 
security against catastrophic failure 

• Most provinces have legislation that requires 100% of 
estimated reclamation costs upfront before a mine proceeds 
(however, this may be discounted)

• Some provinces allow staged payments of the security

• Ontario and Alberta allow self-assurance for some companies

• Policy is not legislation. The land and water boards in the NWT 
have a reclamation policy.
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So they must pay billions in taxes, right?
Bauer Report to GNWT

• Effective Tax Rate: 20-30% of 
revenues less allowed costs

• Numerous tax avoidance 
schemes: transfer pricing, base 
erosion

• Lowest labour income multiplier 
of any industry in NWT

• Lowest “government take” in the 
world for minerals (?)

• Shift of economic rents to foreign 
shareholders

• Need to channel funds into 
alternatives to mining 
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The true costs are externalized
to communities, indigenous peoples and the ecosystem

“Economy” comes from two words 
meaning “to manage the household”

• Do we need what the mine will 
produce?

• What damage will it cause to the 
ecosystem and the people who 
depend on it?

• What happens when it closes?

• What are the lost opportunity 
costs?
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A New Story: put mining in its place

• Work towards a sustainable community 
economy: import substitution, meet needs

• Prevent access to land and waters you need to 
protect : Create NoGo zones

• Make decisions based on the real need and 
purpose of a project

• Ask who really benefits from the project

• Have regulation, tax and other incentives for 
conservation, reuse and recycling of minerals, 
and for healing of sacrifice zones.
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